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Abstract 
Given a square matrix A and a norm [I I], the coefficient of ergodicity of A with res- 
pect to 11 [[ is defined as max {dlxrAll : x c N", Ilx[I = 1, x~F = 0} with Fas  a matrix 
satisfying AF = 0. We demonstrate hat for a bounded set of such matrices with all co- 
efficients of ergodicity of the matrices in the set below 1, all sequences constructed 
through inhomogenous products of matrices from the set converge geometrically. 
© 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
1. Introduction 
Let Z be a set of  n × n matrices. We say that Z has left converging products, 
or briefly, the LCP property,  if for every sequence A~ ,A2, . . .  o f  matrices from Z 
we have that the sequence {AiAi_l...AzAJ}i_k2.... is converging. Mot ivated by 
the theory of  Markov  chains which concerns the case where the matrices are 
stochastic, the convergence of  products of  nonnegative matrices is sometimes 
referred to as ergodicity; here, " inhomogenous"  refers to products of  matrices 
that do not necessarily coincide while "homogenous"  refers to products of  the 
same matrix,  i.e., powers of  a single matrix. 
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The goal of this paper is to obtain sufficient conditions for the LCP property 
through characteristics of the individual matrices in the underlying set of matri- 
ces. Earlier conditions for the convergence of inhomogenous products of non- 
negative matrices were obtained in [1,2,4 7] and [9]. The earlier results focused 
on the eigenvalues and matrix norms of (finite) inhomogenous products of the 
multiplicand matrices and the derived (sufficient) conditions were not easy to 
verify. 
2. Preliminaries 
The spectrum of a square matrix A (that is, the set of its eigenvalues of A) 
will be denoted a(A). The spectral radius of A, denoted p(A) is given by max 
{]ZI: 2 E a(A)}. The index of an eigenvalue )~ of A, denoted VA(2), is the smallest 
integer k such that the null spaces of (A - )A)kx and (A - ,%1) k+t coincide. 
It is well known that powers of a matrix A E R ..... converge if and only irA 
satisfies the following two conditions: 
p(A) ~ 1, (1) 
if 2 E a(A) and I;~1 = 1, then Z = 1 and VA(2) = 1. (2) 
Verification of the equivalence is trite if the matrix is in Jordan form, and fol- 
lows for arbitrary matrices from the observation that the convergence of the 
powers as well as conditions (1) and (2) are invariant under equivalence-trans- 
formations. Conditions (1) and (2) together imply that: 
the sequence Akis bounded; (3a) 
further, (3a) implies (1) and a weak version of Eq. (2) which asserts that each 
2 6 a(A) with ]£] = 1, satisfies VA(£) = 1 (but). # 1 is possible). Again, these 
implications follow easily by considering the Jordan form and observing that 
the properties are invariant under equivalence-transformations. 
Given a norm II [t on A n, we use the same notation for the corresponding 
norm on ~1×, defined for a 6 ~1×,, as ]]aVll, and for the derived matrix norm 
defined for A E ~ .... by IIAll = max{llAxH: x E ~", []xll = 1}. As all norms on 
Nn are equivalent, condition (3) can be written as 
forsome, or equivalently every, normon [~", sup HAk]I < +oc.  (3b) 
k~{ 1,2,.. } 
Let Z be a set of n × n matrices. If Z has the LCP property then each matrix 
in Y~ must satisfy conditions (1), (2) and (3a). The following condition general- 
izes the validity of Eq. (3b) (which was restricted to individual matrices of E): 
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forsome, or equivalently every, norm I1 Iron ~", sup IIAk...A~II 
ke{l,2..../ 
A I , ,4k ";" 
< +oc. (4a) 
We also consider the condition: 
all the matrices in Y have 1 as an eigenvalue and have a common set of 
independent nonnegative right eigenvectors corresponding to 1, say 
f~ , . . ,  f" .  (4b) 
It is shown in [2] how such common eigenvectors are available when the map- 
ping of sequences of  matrices into limits of corresponding (left) matrix-prod- 
ucts is continuous. Given the vectors f l , . . .  , f" ,  we let F ~ ( f l , . . .  , f r) ,  that 
is, F is the matrix with columns f l , . . .  , f r  in consecutive order; in particular, 
we have that AF = F. We observe that if the matrices of £ are nonnegative, 
Eq. (4a) is satisfied trivially when the matrices of  Z have a common strictly 
positive eigenvector corresponding to 1, for example, this is the case when 
Eq. (4b) is satisfied with Y~ ~fi's strictly positive. 
3. Coefficients of ergodicity 
Henceforth, we let Z be a set of  n x n matrices atisfying Eq. (4b). In partic- 
ular, linearly independent vectors f l , . . . ,  f r  are assumed given, and we let F be 
the matrix with columns f l , . . .  , f r  in consecutive order, so F = ( f l , . . .  ,f,.). 
Condition (4b) asserts that AF = F for each A E Z. 
Let ]] I] be a norm of [~n. For a matrix A E Z, the ]] H-coefficient ofergodicity 
o f  A, denoted rl~ II(A), is defined by 
r!l if(A) - max Ilxtmll, (5) 
6 W I 
:Ix[ ~1 
vTF 0 
and the H ]l-c°effi cient ofergodicity of  E, denoted rll ii(Z), is defined by 
gl If(E) =- suPrll It(A) - (6) 
AEZ 
We next interpret he coefficient of  ergodicity of  a matrix A E ~"×" as a ma- 
trix norm when A is viewed as an operator on a subspace. Specifically, let U ]l 
be a norm on ~" and let N_= nu l lF  v = {x E ~": xtF  = 0}. Now, i fAF  = F, 
then for every x E N, (xTA)F = xX(AF) = xVF = 0, demonstrating that N is in- 
variant under A. Now consider the restriction of the norm U ]l (which is defined 
on R") to N; of course, we obtain a norm on N. We then have that 
"rll it(A) = max{llxTAl]: x E N, Uxl] = 1} is the matrix norm of A, when viewed 
as an operator on N, and the underlying norm is the restriction of [I ]l to N. 
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The above characterization of coefficients of  ergodicity as norms of opera- 
tors on subspaces motivates us to derive explicit representations for coefficients 
or ergodicity in terms of matrix norms. For that purpose, we introduce some 
further notation. 
First, select fixed vectors g ] , . . .  ,g" ' so that .f~,... ,f", g~,. . .  ,g" " form a 
basis of  ~". With G - (g l , . . .  ,g,,-,.) E ~,,×(n ,-!, the matrix 
p ~ 01"1 . . .  ,f,., gl . . . ,g'~-r)  __ ( f ,  G) is nonsingular and we partition its in- 
verse p- l  in the following way: 
P ]= (H)  w i thH~"×"and JE~"" /×" .  (7) 
Now, let A E ~ .... satisfy AF = F. As the columns of P form a basis of  R", 
there exist column vector v l, . . . ,  v"-' with Ag j = Pv i for j = 1 . . . .  , n - r. As 
AF = F, we conclude the existence of a matrix A' E ~ ..... with AP = PA' and 
A' having the decomposit ion 
A'=(  lO N~B'4) withBAE~'×('~-']" N4 E [~( '  .... ~×("-") (8) 
and I as the r x r identity; of  course, we have A' P-tAP. 
Lemma 1. Let A E ~ .... satisJ)' AF = F, let A' = P-lAP have the decomposition 
(s) and let II II be a norm on For z E ~"-", let IlzlLj = tl~JII, Then In IIj i s .  
norm on ~'-'" and  ~lt t!(A)= IIX~ll.~. 
Proof. The fact that 11 [b is a norm on R" " is immediate from the fact that the 
rows of  P-~ are linearly independent, implying that so are the rows of its 
submatrix J. 
To see that rll I1(A) <~ ]IN~4IIj, let x E R" satisfy xTF = 0 and [ix H = 1. Then 
xTp = xT(F ,G)  = (0,xTG), 
, l xTC lb - - , l x~GJ l l  = II(O, xrG)(fj)tl=l[(xYP)p 'll -- I[xTll -- 1 
and, as xT F = O, 
"xTAI' = i'xTpA'P-'H = [IxT(F'G)( Io N4BA ) (H)  '1 
=[[xT( FH + FBAJ + GNAJ)II = IIxTGNAJI[ <~ IIxTGIb ][NA I[j ~< tiN., [b" 
So, zll II(A) = max{xTAIl: x E R", xTF  = 0, Ilxll = l} ~< IIN.41I.J. 
For  the reverse inequality IINAIb ~< ~ll if(A), let z E ~"-" satisfy IIz[b -- I. Let 
x =--JTz = (0,ZT)(~) = (0, zT)P - ' .  Then I lx l l - - l lx~ll  = IIzTJII = Ilzlb = l. A lso ,  
as P ] (F ,G)=P 'P=IER ..... , we have that ( l J F )=(~)F=P 'F= 
(~) E R "×' assuring that JF = 0 C R ~"-'/×r and therefore xTF = zTjF = 0. It fol- 
lows that [Ix~AII ~< ~11 ll(A) and therefore 
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So, IIN, II, 
:*) {.~'~ All = = ' tl = I l I(o, j 
N / 
= ]lzrJA[] = t]xrA]] ~<rll II(A). 
=max{llzWN~4lb :z~''',tl=lb ~}~<~N (A). [] 
We next derive a sufficient condition for Eq. (4a) through uniform bounds 
on the individual matrices in Z. 
Lemma 2. l j 'Z  is bounded and ril ! (Z) < l J o r  some norm It [[ on N", then 
condition ( 4a ) is satisJied. 
Remark. While boundedness of Z and condition (4a) are invariant under the 
choice of a particular norm (by the equivalence of  norms over a finite- 
dimensional vector space), the inequality rll Ir(52) < 1 depends on the selected 
norm and may hold for one norm but not for another; see examples in [8] for 
individual matrices. 
Proof. As Z is assumed bounded, so are {A' = P lAP: A ~ 5"} and {BA: A E 52}; 
in particular, the coordinates of the matrices in {B,4: A C Z} are uniformly 
bounded, say by positive number  K. Also, let r - rll ! (52). 
Let A l . . . .  , At- be a sequence of  matrices in 52. For  j - 1 . . . . .  k, then A iF = F 
and we let A' = P 'AjP have decomposit ion (8) given by 
j N4j with B~j E and N4, C . 




B,4 A ...A I I N~k...4~ / = (A~. . .Az ) '=  P - IAk . . .A IP  
- (P 'AkP)(P IAt . - IP) . . , (P  ~A,P)=A' t . . .A ' ,  
I B,4~ 
NA, ) (9) 
with B =- B4~. .4~. then 
B= B4, + BA2N4, ÷ BA3N,42N41 +' "÷ B&N,4~ , ...N41. (10) 
For j  = i, . . . ,  k, we get from a standard inequality of matr ix-norms, Lemma 
I and the assertion r = vii it(Z) < 1 that 
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./ / 
llU  ...N ,ID<<.HIIN ,IIj = He,, (11) 
i -1  i -1  
and by the equivalence of all norms on ~/, ,!×/,-~) we have that for some pos- 
itive number L, the individual elements of NA/... NA, are bounded by Lr i, with 
L as a positive number which is independent of j. It follows that for 
j= l , . . . , k ,  u=l , . . . , randv=l , . . . ,n - r ,  
n--r 
I(BANAj ,...NA,)=,,I<~-~.I(BA,),.,I](NA~, ...NA,).,,:I<<.(n_r)KLrJ i, (12) 
s I 
and 
k k (n - r)KL (13) 
]B~,,I ~ ~I(BAiN.4, ,-.,% ),,I ~ ~-~(n -- r)KL~ j-' <<. 1 - 
j 1 j 1 
We conclude from Eq. (9), (11) and (13) that the elements (AkAk_l...AI)' are 
elementwise uniformly bounded by (n -  r )KL / (1 -  z), immediately imply- 
ing that the elements of A~Ak 1...A1 = P(AkAk_ I . . .A I )  r P I are uniformly 
bounded. []  
4. The main result 
We are now ready for our main result which provides a sufficient condition 
for the LCP property in terms of coefficients of ergodicity. 
Theorem 1. I f  Y, is bounded and Zll II (Z) < 1 for some norm [[ ]] on Rn, then Y, has 
the LCP property. Further, the convergence of any sequence 
{AiAi 1...A2AI }i=I,2 .... of products of matrices J~om "i~ to its limit is geometric 
with ~11 II (E) as a bound on the geometric oefficient of convergence. 
Proof. By Lemma 2 we have that (4) holds and we let 
K~_ sup HA~...A,[I. (14) 
k~{I.2,..} 
,41 ,AkEZ 
We note that the proof  of Lemma 2 demonstrates that the right-hand side of 
Eq. (14) is bounded with [1 [[ as the Ix  norm on R"×"; but by the equivalence 
of  all norms over R .... assures that we have boundedness with respect o the 
matrix norm induced by [[ ][ as well. Of course, the constant K depends on 
the selected norm. 
Let z = zll II (~)- For every vector x satisfying xTF = 0 and matrix A in Y., we 
have IIxTA][ ~ [[XHZ. In particular, for every finite product of matrices from Y~, 
say U, we have that UF = F and therefore for each vector 
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a E ~", aV(U - I )F  : 0 and IlaT(U -/)All ~ [lat(U - I)l[v. Also, the defini- 
tion of K in Eq. (14) assures that IlatUll ~< Ila][K for each vector a in [~';. 
Now, suppose a sequence A~,A2, . . .  of matrices from Z is given. For positive 
integers p and q with p>~q let A (p'q) =A;>Ap l . . .Aq+2Aq+l ;  in particular, 
A (p°) : A(Pq)A (q°) and A (p'°) - A !u,°) : [A Ip,q) - I]A (q'°) = [A Ip,q) - I ]A¢.. .A~. It 
follows that for a E ~" 
IlaTA <;'°> -- aTAIq'°> H : IlaT[A <~q3 -- ; ]A~. . .A ,  II 
~< IlaT[A ~;'';> - 1] I1"~'; ~< Ilall (K  + l ) z  ~;, (15) 
implying that the sequence {aVA;A;_l . . .A2Aj};  ~.2 .... is a Cauchy sequence, 
hence converging. The convergence of {AiA;_l ...A2AI};._l.2 .... now follows by 
letting a stand for each of the n unit vectors in N". 
Finally, let A _-- lim;~A/;,°/. The validity of Eq. (15) for each vector a E N" 
and integers p and q with p1>q implies that for each i~>0, 
HaT[A ii'°) -A][  I ~< Hall(K+ 1)Z';; thus, the convergence rate of A I;,°i to A as 
i ---+ +oc is geometric with r as a bound on geometric oefficient of convergence 
(the conclusion follows for the matrix norm induced by II H and holds for any 
norm on N ..... by the equivalence of all norms on a finite dimensional vector 
space). [] 
Necessary conditions and sufficient conditions for a set of nonnegative ma- 
trices Z to have the LCP property are given in [2] in terms of eigenvalues and 
matrix-norms of products of matrices of Y.. Theorem 1 states a sufficient con- 
dition for the LCP property in terms of coefficients of ergodicity of the individ- 
ual matrices of Z. 
The next result puts the result of Theorem 1 in perspective of the results of 
[2]. Its proof is omitted as it follows from the arguments of [8] (where the case 
of F with a single column is considered). 
Theorem 2. Let II II be a norm on ~" and let F be a nonnegative matrix with 
n rows. I rA  is a square nonnegative matrix with spectral radius 1 satisJj'ing 
AF  = F, then ill ii(A) is an upper bound on max{[21: ). ¢ 1 is an eigenvalue o f  A}. 
5. Examples 
The following two examples appear in [2]. For their analysis, we let the un- 
derlying norm will be the 11 norm which we denote II Ill. Also, we will use sub- 
scripts to denote rows of matrices, e.g., for a square matrix A, A; will stand for 
the ith row of A. 
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Example 1. Let 
1 (1  
U=~ 1 
0 
and Z = {g, V} 
F= 
o!) l(,li) 
1 V ~ 0 1 
0 2 1 
• It is easy to verify that Z satisfies Eq. (4b) with 
Now, a vector x E N3 satisfies xF = 0 if and only if x3 = 0, and for such a vector 
and a 3 x 3 matrix A, I](Xl,XR,O)A]ll = [IxlAi +x_,A211, implying that max{xSA: 
xE[J~ 3, Ilxll,=l and xTf=O}=max{HAl l l ,  llA2[I}. So, v l l l , (U)= ~, 
~1! !1,(V) = 3 and rll ii~(Z) = 3" It now follows from Theorem 1 that £ has the 
LCP property. 
Example 2. Let 
U = 
V = 
0 0 0 / 
0 1 0 0 
2/3 0 1/3 0 ' 
o 2/3 0 1/3 
2/3 0 1/3 
0 2/3 0 
1/2 1/6v/-3 1/2 
-1 /6v~ 1/2 1/6x/3 
0) 
1/3 
















2/3 o ] 
0 2/3 
1 01 ) '  
0 
-1/6~) 
1/02 / '  
2/3 / 
and £ = { U, V, W, T}. It is easy to verify that £ satisfies Eq. (4b) with 
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/i °/ F= 0 ' 1 
The two vectors u I = (1 ,0 , - i ,0 )  T and u 2 = (0, 1 ,0 , -1 )  T form a basis for null 
F 1 = {x C ~4: J F  = 0}, and a vector x in this set with the representation 
x :~u ~ + [h~ 2 has norm I or less if and only if ]a[ + ]fl[ ~< 1/2. It follows that 
C ~ {x E ~4: xTF = O, Ilxl]l ~< 1} is convex with ul/2, -ul/2, u2/2, -u2/2 as 
its extreme vectors. Let A E {U,  V, W, Y}. As the map x --, IixTAll~ is convex. 
we have that max{iixTA]ll: x E C} is attained at either of  C's extreme points 
(see [3]), and as the map is symmetric we conclude that the maximum is at- 
tained at either ul/2 or u2/2; thus, rl li,(A) = max{II(ul)TAI]~. 
[I (u2) TA Ill } = max{ I[AI - A~ II,/2, ]]A2 - A4 I l l /2}. Explicit computation show's 
that rll ih(U) = Zil ii,(T) =~ < 1 and rll II,(V) = rl! i , (W)  = g_[_l 1/6~/33 < 1 
hence, Theorem 1 implies that E has the LCP  property.  
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